
To Relevant Parties 

My name is Kevin Crook from North West Victoria, a sheep producer and very 

concerned with what is proposed under new amended scheme of O.J.D. as 

being  very unfair on many totally clean producers. 

Under this scheme it will be very difficult  for producers in my area to trade 

with traditional markets. (South Australia and Western N.S.W.) Because we can 

no longer be able to obtain Protected status through a bio-security plan. North 

West Victoria would be one of the cleanest area  in Australia for O.J.D. if not 

the cleanest, as there has never been a recorded case of O.J.D. here. No one 

can tell me this scheme is fair when we cannot trade to the South East of South 

Australia, where there are many recorded cases of O.J.D. and is still spreading.   

For local producers to trade we have to undertake a PFC test which is taking 

about 14 weeks at a cost of more than $2000, or abattoir tests which are not 

only questionable with their results, but many small to medium producers 

simply do not have enough stock for this test (500 head). 

My personal view is that we should return to a system very similar to the 3 

zones we had,  and credits for vaccine if we only have 2 zones it will be too big 

of a jump from one zone to another. Also if we had flock that had been totally 

vaccinated and with a National Sheep Health Statement they  could trade up 

one zone this would not only encourage producers to vaccinate, but all 

tradition trading would be open. The National Sheep Health Statement needs 

to ask questions such vaccine history and possible testing that has been carried 

out. Also has O.J.D. ever been suspected on the property.  

l can see a lot of none compliance with what has proposed which will spread 

OJD. 

Trading of unvaccinated T tag lambs from endemic areas of O.J.D.  is a recipe 

for the spread of OJD, it is well documented that lambs will shed OJD from as 

young as 8 mths. old, and who is to say all lambs are sent to slaughter, things 

do not always go to plan when running livestock with droughts and floods. Also 

is a producer buys in mixed sex lambs he may decide to keep the ewes for 

further breeding, it will be a paper trail impossible to manage. 



More research needs to under taken into the effectiveness of second and third 

generation vaccines on highly infected flocks and looking at a possible new 

vaccines. Claims have been made by South Australia that O.J.D. has been 

cleaned up on Kangaroo Island using Gudair vaccine, yet we are not given any 

credits for vaccinated clean sheep.     

Education is a must in any program, OJD has more stigma than it should have. 

Properties with OJD have been treated badly in the past. We must remember 

that OJD sits at about number 10 in economic losses in Australian sheep 

producers. 

In summing up all sheep traded except for direct to abattoir sales must have a 

easy to understand and comprehensive National Sheep Health Statement, 

return to a three zone model with vaccine credits, with better education. 

Maybe we should just move on and concentrate on the bigger picture with 

such things as lice, worms and fly's which have a much larger impact on 

livestock producers. l just hope common sense prevails and we all can move 

on. 

Regards  Kevin Crook      tamaleuca@bigpond.com   

 


